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ABSTRACT

A market analysis system uses travel time to define a relevant
market area. A map is generated using stored geographical
map information around a selected geographical point or
area, and a travel time around the geographical point or area
is selected. A trace is formed on the map around the geo
graphical point within the travel time using travel time data,
and market information is gathered from a database for the

defined geographical area.
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MARKET DETERMINATION SYSTEM
RELATED APPLICATIONS

0001. This application is based on a U.S. provisional
application Ser. No. 60/049,448 filed Jun. 12, 1997.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 1. Field of the Invention
0003. This invention generally relates to a system for use
in market analysis. More particularly, the system relates to
using geographical map databases and geographical travel
time information to determine a demand and Supply for a
market area.

0004 2. Description of the Related Art
0005 Before setting up a new business or buying an exist
ing business, an entrepreneur wants to know the potential
profitability of the business. To determine profitability, the net
demand for the product or service must be determined. One
important factor in determining net demand is the location of
the business and the defined market area. Using the defined
market area a Supply and demand are determined. The net
demand is found by Subtracting existing Supply from demand
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stored as polylines. The geographical area features, such as
block groups, census tracts, and counties, are stored as poly
gons enclosed by polylines. The two are stored in a table
together with census identifying data, which allows the geo
graphical areas to be tied to demographic characteristics in
the census databases.

0010. One type of study performed by a market analyst is
a point study. A point study is performed when an investor
wishes to know the demand for a business at a particular site.
To calculate demand for a business at a geographical point, an
analyst must define a market area Surrounding that point for
the given business. Typically an analyst will define more than
one market area, Such as a primary and secondary market
area. One simple method an analyst may use is to plot the site
on a map and draw a circle around of the site of a given radius.
The first radius selection of, for example, ten miles could be
the primary market area, and a second selection of for
example, the next ten miles could be the secondary market
aca.

0011 Previously, a market analyst would select some sec
tion of the map and assume that this is the market area. Often,
a junior member of the analyst's firm goes out into a commu
nity and talks to the people of interest and uses the gathered

in the defined market area.

information to define a market area. Then, to determine

0006 Market studies are performed in order to identify the
Supply and demand for a site in an area. This process may be
carried out in many different ways because of differing defi

demand, a market analyst would calculate the number of
potential purchasers in that area and the amount that these
potential purchasers are expected to spend using the census
information, to determine Supply, the analyst would look at
other suppliers in the market area. Using both the Supply and

nitions of the market area of interest. The market area of
interest is the area in which customers reside and the area in

which competitors are likely to be located.
0007 Market analysts determine supply information by
researching an area and finding out information Such as the
number and types of competitor sites. Generally, marketana
lysts look at many different demographic components to
determine demand. For example, one component of demo
graphic demand for an assisted living home may be that a
certain percentage of those aged 65 to 75 in the area who have
incomes over $25,000 will enter the proposed assisted living
home. Based on the number of people in the age group 65-75,
one may estimate the number of people and dollars that will
be spent at the assisted living home by this age group. An
accumulation of these data for each age group estimates gross
revenue for the assisted living home.
0008. One source of information about the characteristics
of people in an area is the U.S. Bureau of Census, which
counts people and keeps record of the number of people living
in a defined area along with other identification data. The
Census Bureau accumulates this information by house and by
individual but for privacy reasons only releases information
in groups. The Smallest group normally released is a block
group. A block group is about 200 households. A group of
four to six block groups is called a census tract. A census tract
tends to be Smaller than a Zipcode and is commonly used to
aggregate information about an area. The census bureau
maintains this information in databases that may be pur
chased or accessed by the public. These databases include
lists of block groups and demographic information associated
with the block groups.
0009. Another source of information needed is geographi
cal information that links an area to the census information.

Geographic information systems exist that include typical
map data Such as geographical features, roads, and landmarks
as well as the boundaries for block groups. The geographical
linear features, such as roads or geographic boundaries, are

demand information, a net demand can be determined. There
are no set standards of how the initial market area is selected

or which census tracts or block groups are included in that
market area. The results may be easily manipulated by simply
redefining the market area, thus greatly reducing the legiti
macy of such studies because the results are not replicable by
another analyst with the same skills and background.
0012. A system is needed that standardizes the selection of
a market area and allows for reproducible studies.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0013 Systems and methods consistent with the principles
of the present invention address the need for standardization
of market selection by defining a market area based on travel
time from the site.

0014. A system and method consistent with the principles
of the present invention selects a primary and a secondary
market area based on travel time. More than two market areas

may also be selected. In addition block groups are accepted as
being within the market area based on certain rules, thereby
standardizing their selection.
0015 Systems and methods consistent with the present
invention generate a map using stored geographical informa
tion. A geographical point or area is selected from the map for
analysis. A travel time around the geographical point is
selected. The geographical area around the geographical
point within the travel time is defined using data holding
travel time information. Market information stored in a data

base is gathered for the defined geographical area from a
memory location. Demand is computed from the demo
graphic groups in each travel-time-defined area and weighted
according to the model used by the analyst. Supply of com
petition is computed by Surveying the competition and plot
ting each on the map, weighing the results by travel time and
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other factors according to the model used by the analyst. The
final result, net demand, is the difference between demand

and Supply.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0016. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo
rated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate an
embodiment of the invention and, together with the descrip
tion, explain the objects, advantages, and principles of the
invention. In the drawings:
0017 FIG. 1 is an overall diagram of a system for imple
menting the present invention;
0018 FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing the steps for selecting
a type of market analysis;
0019 FIG.3 is a flow chart showing the steps for perform
ing market analysis;
0020 FIGS. 4a-4c are example display screens showing
information related to a market demand model;

0021 FIGS. 5a-5e are example display screens showing a
map and associate travel time traces;
0022 FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing additional steps for
performing market analysis by using demographic data;
0023 FIG. 7 is a sample screen display of a map with
block groups;
0024 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing additional steps for
performing marketanalysis including Summing demographic
data;

0025 FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing additional steps for
performing market analysis including calculating Supply and
demand; and

0026 FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing the steps for an area
feasibility study.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0027. The following detailed description refers to the
accompanying drawings in which the same reference num
bers in different drawings identify the same or similar ele
ments. However, the following description does not limit the
invention. Instead, the scope of the invention is defined by the
appended claims and equivalents.
0028. The present invention provides away of defining the
market area that may be repeated by another analyst which
allows for a standard in the industry. Instead of using miles
around a point which ignores barriers like a river or using
psychological boundaries, which are not replicable, the
present invention uses travel time. A database contains the
travel time traces from the proposed site in the geographical
area under study.
0029. The analyst selects travel times based on empirical
research that relates travel time to use of the proposed facility.
Where existing empirical research is inadequate or not avail
able then the travel time is selected using a reasonable esti
mate of an experienced analyst. Travel time is objective
unlike other methods used such as basing market area on
psychological characteristics of the population. This latter
method has no rules about where the market will begin and
end.

0030. Using travel time to define a market area is most
reliable when the business or service draws local patronage.
For example, assisted living facilities are typically selected
that are either close to the disabled's home if the spouse
remains active or close to the home of a relative.
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0031 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a processor con
figured in a manner consistent with the present invention. A
processor 100 receives input from an input device 105 and
displays information on a display 110. Memory 120 includes
a module with geographic information system program (GIS)
122, a module with travel time program 126, a processing
module 127, a module with demand model program 128, and
a module with supply model program 129. The module with
demand model program 128 includes, for the area under
consideration, empirical relationships or assumptions con
cerning the relationships between demographic demand and
travel time, such as the decay of demand with increased travel
time from the site. The module with Supply model program
129 includes, if available for the area under consideration,

empirical relationships or assumptions concerning the rela
tionships between Supply of competition and travel time.
0032 Data in the geographical information database 124,
includes political boundaries, census unit boundaries, natural
topographical boundaries including rivers and roads. The
database of demographic information 130 includes supply
data 132, demand data 134, and a census database 136. Sup
ply data 132 is data related to competition such as other stores
in an area. Demand data are demographic information pro
viding information on the population in an area. Census data
base 136 includes information relating the census units to
demand data 134 and supply data 132.
0033 FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing the initial steps 200
taken by an analyst to a market analysis. First, a market
analyst, using input device 105, must select a type of market
study (step 210). Generally, a market analyst may select one
of two types of market analysis—a point feasibility study or
an area feasibility study (step 220). The point feasibility study
determines the market analysis for a site in a specific location.
0034. An area analysis study is used to try to determine the
best site locations in a general area. An analyst performs an
area study when an investor wishes to find what point within
a geographical area is best for business. In the prior art, only
a few points were processed as it was time consuming to
analyze each point. An area study using the present invention,
involves analyzing every possible point in an area using the
point analysis. In one implementation some points on the
map. Such as those where bodies of waterlay or a large factory
exists, will not be analyzed. Generally, in the present inven
tion, an area analysis allows the analyst to select a geographi
cal area and to iterate a point analysis for almost every point
within that area equal to the number of demographic units
(e.g. block groups, census tracts), covering the area com
pletely.
0035) If a point feasibility is selected, the analyst must
select a specific geographical point (step 230). For an area
analysis the analyst must select a geographical area and pro
cessing continues at B in FIG. 9 (step 240). The point feasi
bility study determines the market analysis for a site in a
specific location.
0036. If point analysis is selected processing continues as
shown in steps 300 in FIG. 3. First, the analyst traces an area
around the geographical point that encompasses any potential
market area using knowledge known to the analysts such as
type of neighborhoods around the point (step 310). The ana
lyst also has access to many other sources of data including
information obtained from the Bureau of the Census and

other sources. GIS programs, such as that in GIS module 122,
create a map for the traced area around the geographical point
(step 320). The analyst may specify the different attributes of
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the displayed map, for example, the units that the map uses in
terms of scale (centimeters per mile) or what natural forma
tions the user wishes to have included. The user may select to
display Streets, landmarks, county boundaries, towns, Census
boundaries, and many different types of units. The GIS pro
gram 122 generates the map by reading data from geographic
database 124 that holds map information.
0037. The analyst selects constraints to define the supply
model module 129 and demand model module 128 (step 330).
The analyst uses a model that defines the weight that will be
given to different information. For example, based on avail
able empirical evidence for a certain service, the customer
base may exclude anyone under 20 and give no weight to data
on those under 20. On the other hand, the most likely custom
ers for a certain business may be aged 30 to 40, in which case
the demand model will weigh more highly people in that age
group and a greater percentage of those in the age group of 30
to 40 will be presumed to be customers. Similarly, a smaller
percentage of those in the age group 40 to 50 will be presumed
to be customers. Another constraint in the models may be
assigning different percentages for each travel time trace
around the site based on the closeness of the trace to the site.

0038 FIG. 4a shows an example display 400 of different
weights assigned to different travel traces. The closer to the
site a census unit is, the more likely customers will come from
that census unit. The demand is determined by adding up the
number of people, the demand model defines to be of interest.
The Supply is determined by using gathered information
about other suppliers in the area. The net demand is the
projected demand in the area minus the Supply in that area. If
the net demand is positive, with the demand greater than
Supply, the project may be desirable. If the demand is nega
tive, with demandless than the current Supply, then the project
is not desirable.

0039. One example of a demand model is for assisted
living homes. One component of the demand model is the
percentage of people in given age groups that require care.
FIG. 4b shows a chart listing various age groups and the
percentage of people in those groups requiring two different
levels of care.

0040 Another criterion for the demand model may be
related to housing values. Population groups may be
weighted differently based on the median home values in the
block group. FIG. 4c shows an example of a map of census
block groups with different shadings provided based on the
median house value. The model may weight more highly the
population in higher priced home value block groups. There
fore, this example model has age constraints, disability con
straints and housing value constraints. The calculation of
demand will adjust the weight given to a population group
based on age, disability and housing values.
0041) Processing module 127 prompts the analyst to select
a maximum travel time that encompasses the traced area (step
340). FIG. 5a shows a display of a map 500 with the selected
geographical point A at the center and a time travel trace 510
around the point. The selected maximum travel time is usu
ally in minutes, for example, a trace representing a 20 minute
trip from the point may be a likely market area depending on
the business. Travel time program module 126 maps the
maximum travel time trace from the site and maps decreasing
intervals until the site is reached (step 350). The result is
concentric traces around the site. Another example of an
interval trace would contain a trace for every few minutes of
additional travel time. FIG. 5b shows a map 500 with three
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travel time traces 510,520, and 530 at different intervals from
the site. FIG. 5c shows the first travel trace closest to the site

representing a 17 minute travel time around the site. FIG. 5d
shows a second travel trace representing travel times between
17 and 30 minutes around the site. FIG.5e shows a third travel

trace representing travel times between 30 and 45 minutes
around the site.

0042. The travel time program module 128 uses available
travel time databases and generally operates as follows. A
database of street networks, such as the Bureau of the Census

Tiger Street Files, has information on travel rates on different
roads. The street file is converted into a network of nodes

(intersections) and connections between the nodes (streets).
Each line segment (street) has associated data about the class
of road and other information Such as one-way street or no left
turns. The class of road determines the average speed or rate
(R) to be used and the length of the line segment defines a
distance (D). The time to travel over a line segment is found
by dividing distance (D) by the rate (R). The program 128
solves the network by following every possible path from the
geographical point selected and Sums the travel times for each
segment until the travel time selected is reached at a point on
the map. The resulting points around the selected point form
an irregular trace of the market area.
0043 Processing continues in FIG. 6 which shows flow
chart 600 with additional processing steps. Travel time pro
gram module 126 displays a map having typical map infor
mation Such as rivers and roads using data in the geographic
database 125 for the traced area (step 610). The map also
shows the concentric travel time traces. The analyst must
now select a type of census boundary to be used in the market
analysis such as a block group, census tract, or county lines
(step 620). For simplicity the specific example used through
out this application will assume that the analyst selects block
groups as the unit of interest. Next GIS module 122 loads and
displays the census boundary type on the map area within the
maximum travel time (step 630). FIG. 7 shows a map display
700 with block groups inserted.
0044 Processing module 127 creates a market area table
with an entry for each census unit displayed (step 640). Col
umns are included for each variable in the Supply and demand
models and data corresponding to the variables is copied from
the demographic information database 130.
004.5 FIG. 8 shows a flowchart 800 with additional steps
for analyzing a market consistent with the present invention.
The analyst must now select which block groups to include in
the market study. For example, some block groups may only
be partially within the maximum travel time, therefore the
analyst must decide how to select which groups to include in
the analysis and the weight to be provided to each group. For
example in FIG. 7, block group 710 is a group only partially
within the travel time trace 510. The analyst may select a rule
to choose block groups (step 810). One example rule is to
determine the centroid of a block group and if the centroid is
within the travel time trace include the entire block group in
the analysis, otherwise do not. Processing module 127 uses
the identified rule to select the appropriate census units to be
counted (step 820). The market area table created by the
processing module 127 is sorted to separate the selected and
non-selected block groups (step 830). In FIG. 7, block group
710 has a center that is not within the travel trace 510, this

block group is not selected using the example rule. Processing

module 127 sums the column data for each of the rows

selected (step 840) and stores the same (step 850). Each
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column corresponds to a variable in the demand or Supply
model. The summed results for a column is the total value for
the associated variable.

0046 Entry point G shown above step 830 is where pro
cessing begins for additional traces of market area to be
studied. Each travel time area trace may be successively pro
cessed. Therefore, after Summing the columns for a particular
market area, if results for shorter travel time traces exist, the

current summed results are added to the previously obtained
summed results (step 860). The demand or supply model may
require that before summing results from different iterations,
each iterations trace be provided a different weighted value,
the weights being empirically based when possible. There
fore, the Summed value of the Supply or demand components
for a trace may first be multiplied by a weighting factor
reflecting that trace's closeness to the business site.
0047 FIG.9 shows a flowchart 900 for further processing
market analysis according to the present invention. Process
ing module 127 determines whether the demand and supply
models require additional iterations for processing additional
traces of travel time (step 920). If so, processing repeats
starting at step 830 in FIG.8. Otherwise, the final summed
results are displayed (step 930). The market estimate of Sup
ply and demand is determined (step 940). This estimate may
be based on calculations of the market and demand Supply
models or may be input by an analyst reviewing the displayed
Summed column data. The estimated Supply is Subtracted
from the demand to obtain the net demand (step 950). The
point feasibility study is complete (step 960).
0048 FIG. 10 shows a flowchart 1000 that includes the
steps for an area feasibility study. As previously discussed, an
area feasibility study is performed by selecting rule that
defines one point within each of the census or administrative
boundaries such as block group. First, the analyst selects a
geographical area to be researched (step 1010). The analyst
must select a unit Such as a block group or some other bound
ary to use in the analysis (step 1020). Then, each unit within
the selected area is given a row in a newly created Storage
table containing a record for each unit, such as a block group
(step 1030). The point feasibility study is repeated for all
possible points within the area (step 1040). Processing mod
ule 127 fills in the table with the results of the point studies for
each census unit as the point studies are performed (step
1050). Processing module 127 uses display 110 to display a
map with color coded filling to show the different demand
levels calculated for each census unit (step 1060). The market
area analysis is the complete (step 1070).
0049. The foregoing description of preferred embodi
ments of the present invention provides illustration and
description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the
invention to the precise form disclosed. Modifications and
variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may
be acquired from practice of the invention. The scope of the
invention is defined by the claims and their equivalents.
0050 For example, although systems and methods consis
tent with the present invention are described as using block
groups as the defined unit of measurement, one skilled in the
art will appreciate that the present invention can be practiced
using other units of measurement or definitions of map areas.
Also, although systems and methods consistent with the
present invention are described as using a primary and sec
ondary market travel trace time, one skilled in the art will
appreciate that the present invention can be practiced using
fewer or greater numbers of travel time traces.
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1-39. (canceled)
40. A processor implemented method in a geographic
information system for selecting a site for a business, com
prising:
receiving at least one travel time value representing time to
travel to or from the site to a plurality of locations cor
responding to a set of potential customers;
determining a market area corresponding to the at least one
travel time value using a geographic information sys
tem;

retrieving demand data from at least one database for the
set of potential customers located within the market
area,

determining a demand correction factor by Sampling
demand data from within the market area;

determining a demand for the productor service offered by
the business using the demand correction factor; and
using the processor, determining a net demand for the
product or service offered by the business by processing
the demand and a Supply of the product or service
offered by the business.
41. The method of claim 40 further comprising determin
ing a Supply correction factor by sampling Supply data from
within the market area.

42. The method of claim 41, wherein determining the net
demand further comprises determining a modified Supply for
the productor service offered by the business using the supply
correction factor.

43. The method of claim 42 further comprising determin
ing a net demand for the product or service offered by the
business by processing the demand and the modified Supply.
44. The method of claim 40, wherein the demand data

relates to at least one of demographic characteristics and
housing values of the set of potential customers located
within the market area.

45. A geographic information system for selecting a site for
a business, comprising:
means for receiving at least one travel time value repre
senting time to travel to or from a site corresponding to
the business to a plurality of locations corresponding to
a set of potential customers located near the site;
means for determining a market area corresponding to the
at least one travel time value using at least one geo
graphic information system;
means for retrieving demand data from at least one data
base for the set of potential customers located within the
market area;

means for determining a demand correction factor by Sam
pling demand data from within the market area;
means for determining a demand for the product or service
offered by the business using the demand correction
factor; and

means for determining the net demand for the product or
service offered by the business by processing the
demand and a supply of the productor service offered by
the business.

46. The system of claim 45 further comprising means for
determining a Supply correction factor by sampling Supply
data from within the market area.

47. The system of claim 46, wherein means for determining
the net demand further comprises means for determining a
modified supply for the product or service offered by the
business using the Supply correction factor.
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48. The system of claim 47 further comprising means for
determining a net demand for the product or service offered
by the business by processing the demand and the modified
Supply.
49. The system of claim 45, wherein the demand data
relates to at least one of demographic characteristics and
housing values of the set of potential customers located
within the market area.

50. A computer-readable medium containing instructions,
when executed by a processor, for performing a method for
selecting a site for a business, the method comprising:
receiving at least one travel time value representing time to
travel to or from the site to a plurality of locations cor
responding to a set of potential customers;
determining a market area corresponding to the at least one
travel time value using at least one geographic informa
tion system;
retrieving demand data from at least one database for the
set of potential customers located within the market
area,

determining a demand correction factor by Sampling
demand data from within the market area;

determining a demand for the productor service offered by
the business using the demand correction factor; and
using the processor, determining a net demand for the
product or service offered by the business by processing
the demand and a Supply of the product or service
offered by the business.
51. The computer-readable medium of claim 50 further
comprising determining a Supply correction factor by Sam
pling Supply data from within the market area.
52. The computer-readable medium of claim 51, wherein
determining the net demand further comprises determining a
modified supply for the product or service offered by the
business using the Supply correction factor.
53. The computer-readable medium of claim 52 further
comprising determining a net demand for the product or
service offered by the business by processing the demand and
the modified supply.
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54. The computer-readable medium of claim 50, wherein
the demand data relates to at least one of demographic char
acteristics and housing values of the set of potential custom
ers located within the market area.

55. An apparatus for determining a net demand for a prod
uctor service offered by a business, the apparatus comprising:
a geographic information system module for enabling a
user to select a geographic point on a map and provide a
travel time value;

a travel time module for generating a travel time trace
around the selected point on the map based on the travel
time value, wherein the travel time trace represents a
market area around the selected point; and
a processing module for retrieving demand data from at
least one database for a set of potential customers
located within the market area, determining a demand
correction factor by Sampling demand data from within
the market area, determining a demand for the productor
service offered by the business using the demand cor
rection factor, and determining the net demand for the
product or service offered by the business by processing
the demand and a Supply of the product or service
offered by the business.
56. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the processing
module is further configured to determine a Supply correction
factor by sampling Supply data from within the market area.
57. The apparatus of claim 56, wherein the processing
module is further configured to determine a modified Supply
for the product or service offered by the business using the
supply correction factor.
58. The apparatus of claim 57, wherein the processing
module is further configured to determine the net demand for
the product or service offered by the business by processing
the demand and the modified Supply.
59. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the demand data
relates to at least one of demographic characteristics and
housing values of the set of potential customers located
within the market area.
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